FFV Men’s and Boy’s Football Competition Review
Senior Men’s and Junior Boys’ 2020 Competition Structures and Start Up Rules
The Football Competition Review into Men’s and Boys’ football has recommended re structures to the Senior
Men’s and the Junior Boys’ competitions. All changes, startup rules and subsequent 2019 season impacts are
detailed in this document.
1. The Senior Men’s Competition Structure in season 2020
Recommendation 3.1 of the Football Competition review proposes that the Senior NPL competition be restructured
to a three-tier, hierarchical model.
This will mean that the current NPL 2 East and West leagues will be removed.
Three vertically aligned divisions will replace the current NPL and NPL 2 structure with the top league to remain the
NPL. A second and third league will then be created with the naming and branding of these leagues to be
determined. For the purpose of this document, these leagues will be referred to as ‘Tier 2’ and ‘Tier 3’.
From 2020, the NPL, Tier 2 and Tier 3 Senior club program will include as mandatory U18s, U20s and a Senior
team.
These teams will be ‘decoupled’ from the NPL junior programs for the purpose of promotion and
relegation.
The current State League 1 NW & SE structure will remain the same being 2 division of 12 teams (24 teams in
total)
A diagram of the 2020 Senior Men’s competition structure is below.
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The three leagues will start by utilising the finishing positions from the 2019 FFV Senior Men’s competition. The
rules governing the start up of the new competition structure will be;
1.1.

The current promotion and relegation rules between NPL and NPL 2 East and West will remain in 2019.
The bottom 2 teams of NPL at the end of the season will be relegated. The league premiers of NPL 2 East
and West will both be promoted (subject to meeting the current NPL criteria). A 3rd position in the NPL
league will be up for contention in the play off game between the 3rd bottom team in NPL and the winner of
the NPL 2 2nd place play off.

1.2.

When these positions are settled, the top 6 teams by ladder position (including the teams relegated from
NPL) in NPL 2 East and West – 12 teams in total – will form the newly branded 2nd tier of Senior football in
Victoria.

1.3.

The remaining teams in NPL 2 East and West or the bottom 4 in each league (8 in total) will form a newly
created league currently referred to as ‘Tier 3’.

1.4.

To fulfil the requirements of a 12 team league in ‘Tier 3’, the top 2 teams from State League 1 NW & SE (4
teams in total) will be promoted into ‘Tier 3’. This is 1 additional team in each State League 1 division
from the current rules. To fulfil the requirements of both State 1 NW & SE leagues remaining with 12
teams, there will be no relegation from State 1 NW & SE in season 2019.

1.5.

In addition to the changes for FFV State 1 leagues in 2019, State League 1 NW & SE will have a player
Visa restriction placed on the competition in season 2019. This restriction will be that FFV State 1 clubs will
only be eligible to list 4 Visa players on their Senior team match day team sheet from season 2019
and beyond. A club will be entitled to sign more than 4 Visa players should they choose to however the
Senior team match day team sheet can only list 4 Visa players.

1.6.

FFV State 2 NW & SE and State 3 NW & SE leagues will remain with the current promotion rules which are
the top two teams are promoted to the league above.

1.7.

FFV State 2 NW & SE and State 3 NW & SE will also have no relegation for season 2019 to ensure these
leagues remain 12 team competitions.

1.8.

Note: There is a possibility that a 3rd Victorian based HAL team will be granted entry into the A-League
soon. Should this be the case, it is recommended that this team start on the Victorian senior football
pathway in ‘Tier 3’. This may mean that ‘Tier 3’ will run with 13 teams, include a ‘bye’ in the fixture and
have revised relegation rules for one year. It may also mean that State 1 NW & SE have a revised
promotion rule for one year being that both State 1 clubs that finish in 2 nd place will have to play in a ‘play
off’ match to determine who is promoted into ‘Tier 3’ when/should this change occur.
2. Distinguishing between the Senior NPL league (League 1) and Senior Tier 2 and Tier 3 leagues

Recommendation 3.1 of the Football Competition review proposes that the 2nd and 3rd tiers of Senior football in the
State be rebranded from National Premier League (NPL) to the Victorian Premier League (VPL). Whilst this
recommendation will be implemented structurally, the name and branding for this tier in the Senior Men’s pathway
is still to be determined.
The key reasons for this change are;
2.1. The creation of one top tier of competition with 14 teams as its own premium brand (NPL) provides more
value to the top tier of Victorian football pathway.
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2.2. Reducing the number of NPL branded teams by 20 teams (from the current 34 to 14) will enable the FFV to
manage NPL teams and ensure accountabilty to the FFA mandated eligibility criteria.

2.3. Most NPL 2 clubs do not meet the current mandated minimum NPL criteria. A rebranded ‘Tier 2 and Tier 3’
league structure enables the FFV to reduce the eligibility criteria for this tier of the pathway and as such
make the ‘off field’ qualification for participation in the leagues more attainable for clubs.
2.4. By reducing the eligibility criteria for participation in this tier of the pathway, FFV removes some cost
associated with running an NPL senior program.
2.5. By running a 12 team competition, 6 games are removed from the current NPL 2 fixture which provides
current NPL 2 clubs with reduced club running costs and a shorter playing season.
2.6. Whilst NPL 2 clubs will ‘give up’ the use of the NPL brand for their Senior programs, all NPL 2 clubs will be
invited to continue with their junior NPL programs should they meet the minimum criteria for entry into the
new 2020 junior NPL competition.
2.7. By rebranding this tier of the competition, the FFV can independently commercialise this league property
as it will not be governed by minimum operating criteria (including branding and commercialisation) from
FFA.
3. The Junior Model for football in 2020
Recommendation 4.2 for the Football Competition Review that
…..‘the steering committee further develop and refine the optimal model for the junior competition, prior to making
recommendations to the board.’….
This work has now been completed and a new competition structure has been confirmed for season 2020.
The junior NPL competition in the State is;
3.1 That the junior NPL be decoupled from the senior NPL for the purpose of promotion and relegation;
3.2. That the junior NPL include U13, U14, U15 & U16 teams only;
3.3 That current NPL U12s be included in the current FFV U12 community competitions and that these community
competitions be adjusted to ensure a ‘like v like’ competitive structure is created (revised qualification/grading process,
potential to realign community ‘A’ leagues);
3.4 That current NPL junior clubs be eligible to have unrestricted Mini Roos and Small Sided Football teams. This
initiative both has enabled and will enable current NPL clubs to increase their revenue generation opportunities. There
is an expectation from FFV that this will result in junior NPL playing fees being decreased;
3.5 That current NPL clubs be eligible to have additional under age teams that can participate in community
competitions should;
3.5.1) they have the access to facilities to support this ask; and
3.5.2) they significantly reduce the cost of playing junior football at their clubs.
This initiative both has enabled and will enable current NPL clubs to increase their revenue generation opportunities.
There is an expectation from FFV that this will result in junior NPL playing fees being decreased.
3.6 That current community clubs can get access through successful application to the NPL junior tier of the
competition and not have to forgo their current community club programs (no requirement to ‘shed’ community teams
if they receive approval to enter the NPL junior program in 2020);
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3.7 That Victoria’s HAL teams will be eligible to enter junior teams at U13, U14, U15 & U16 from season 2020 (subject
to meeting the minimum criteria for participation in the competition. Should a 3 rd HAL licence be granted to Victoria,
this club will also be entitled to enter an U13, U14, U15 & U16 team in the junior NPL competition.
3.8 The junior competition model will start with up to 48 junior NPL programs (subject to the FFV receiving and
approving enough applications that meet the NPL junior licencing criteria) being;
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

All current NPL junior clubs will be eligible to begin in the newly formatted NPL competition in 2020 should they
agree to all competition rules and meet all entry criteria for the competition. This is currently 35 clubs;
Additional (current) community clubs will be selected to participate in the competition by submitting and
successfully meeting approval by FFV;
Should a 3rd HAL club receive a Victorian A-League licence, this club will be entitled to participate in the junior
competition at U13, U14, U15, U16 age levels;
Geography or club location will be a key selection criteria in the application process;
A key selection criteria is also ‘club investment’ being a commitment to a minimum standard across 4 junior teams
at the club (U13s – U16s) and the development of players in all teams;
Once the up to 48 clubs are confirmed, 4 geographically determined pools of 12 clubs will be created. Each pool
will play 11 qualification games to determine a finishing position on each pool’s ladder. Teams that finish in the
same band of positions on the ladder across all 4 pools will subsequently be re graded into newly formed ‘like v
like’ leagues where they will then play a further 22 home and away games;
At the end of the season, all teams return to their original geographically determined qualification pools and the
following season begins in the same way as 2020 starts (I.e the season always begins with the same teams in
qualification pool subject to teams both remaining compliant with their licence and any new team applications)
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The structure, key criteria and start up rules for the junior NPL competition is below.

The FFV has also received feedback that in making the changes to the NPL tier of the junior competition, further
work needs to be completed to ensure the current ‘Community A’ junior leagues remain competitive. This work can
be completed outside of the Football Competition Review and may include merging ‘Community A’ competition
regions and an enhanced qualification phase at the start of the Community Competition season.
Note: the criteria above includes but is not limited to this list. FFV reserves the right to have specific criteria
requirements listed in the expression of interest document to be released in 2019.
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4. Club increased revenue and cost reduction initiatives
The below table lists the club increased revenue and cost reduction initiatives set out in the Football Competition
review recommendations and new Senior Men’s and Junior Boys’ competition structures.

5. Junior NPL current and new club assessment criteria and time frame
The below table lists the new assessment criteria and weighted/mandatory classification for each. The process and
the criteria have been based on the successful process utilised by FFV when determining the additional WNPL
license in 2016.
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5.1 Timeframe
The below table lists the timeframe for determining new junior club and completing the assessments required for
current NPL junior programs.

6. Ongoing measurement of junior competition success (KPIs)
The below table details how the ongoing success of the new junior competition model will be assessed.
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7. Consultation on the junior competition model and total Football Competition Review cost
The below slide details the consultation process that has been conducted in completing the Football Competition
Review and the total cost of the review.

8. Positive and negative factors identified through our club consultation process on the junior model
The below table lists all positive and negative items raised by the football community in relation to the new junior
competition model through our consultation process.
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